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Abstract. In this paper we describe techniques for the discovery and 
construction of user profiles. Leveraging from the emergent data web, our 
system addresses the problem of sparseness of user profile information 
currently faced by both asserted and inferred profile systems. An agent-based 
profile system that dynamically builds the most suitable user profile for a 
particular service or interaction in real-time, is employed in our prototype 
implementation.   
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1   Introduction 

A new concept emerged these last years to translate the potential of ubiquitous 
computing in technology-enhanced learning field. This new way of using 
technologies to support the processes of training is called “pervasif learning”. This 
evolution increases these last years with the emergence of the mobile devises (e.g  
mobile phones, Pocket PC, PDA) and of mobile networks (GSM, 3G+, wireless 
networkings, Bluetooth, etc). The pervasif learning uses these new technologies as 
support to improve the traditional training and to amplify the learning process 
perspectives. The main objective in a pervasif learning environment is to provide 
learners the right resource at the right time. Moreover, it contributes to increases the 
dissemination of new information and communication technologies. However, that 
will be possible only if one can easily propose adapted services and multimedia 
documents to the user context. Thus, two questions arise: Where is it best to keep all 
user information that it is been used for user modelling? Which architecture is more 
suitable to integrate several user profiles in a mobile environment? In order to 
effectively manage the sparseness of the user profiles, a distributed architecture for 
the profile management is necessary. 
In this work, we use the term of learning in its largest meaning. For example, a user, 
during a learning activity can have to search for information on the Web, where 
various services store part of its profile. We make the assumption that the user profile 
is stored in various points of the network, by profile providers, such as Facebook, 
Flickr, Amazon, etc. The user profile is thus fragmented. This implies the need for 
sharing and exchanging user profiles. In addition, profile data as well as the 



identification of the profile fragments are useful for adaptation and recommendation 
services.  

2   Multi-agent architecture  

 

Figure 1: Communication between agents 

We implemented a prototype based on a multi-agent architecture. A multi-agent 
system is composed of a group of agents that are autonomous or semiautonomous and 
which interact and work together, to perform some tasks or achieve some goals. The 
design of individual agents within a multi-agent system has the advantage of being 
independent of the design of other agents. This significantly contributes to the 
breakdown of complexity.  
The architecture consists of six agents, namely, System Agent, Provider Manager 
Agent, Provider Agent, Service Manager Agent, Service Agent and Device Agent. 
The architecture can be seen in Figure 1, where all agents and the domain 
representation component (Ontobroker) are illustrated. The agents work together in 
order to watch the learner and provide individualised advice and tutoring in case this 
is considered necessary. 
System Agent, Provider Manager Agent and Service Manager Agent are stable 
agents, they work continuously and constitute the foundation of the system. Provider 
Agents and Service Agents are created automatically depending on system state. 
System agent is the most important agent. It performs most of important tasks of the 
system: receiving queries from users and Service Agents, analyzing queries, sending 
queries to Provider Manager Agent, synthesizing results sent by Provider Agents, 
retrieving data from Ontobroker. Provider Manager Agent manages a set of Provider 
Agents. It receives queries from System Agent, and creates corresponding Provider 
Agents. Each Provider Agent captures user profile from different providers 
(Facebook, google, linked_In,…) and gives user a login and a password to access to 
the provider. Our system can work with many different providers, and the 
communication with each provider is realized by a specific adaptor. Adaptors role is 



to check what information is needed and how to get it from providers. Provider Agent 
receives these results and sends them to System Provider Agent. 
Like Provider Manager Agent, the Service Manager Agent also plays a similar role 
inside the system. When an external service wants to propose an adapted 
recommendation, the service manager agent creates a specific Service Agent. 
Service Agent transfers service queries to System Agent and sends the results to the 
service. Device Agent runs on user device. It allows our system to communicate with 
user device via an interface. User may send queries or receive system notification. 

3. Characteristics of our approach 

Our approach has some characteristics that are listed below: 
- Mobility: the prototype is implemented in a mobile context where the user can 

login from different mobile devises and access to his/her profile information in 
different network nodes at any time, place, and in real-time.  

- Data type based integration: the profile integration is done depending on the 
nature of the profile data. The integration is done on the one hand only once from 
the profile providers for significant and more stable data (e.g. full name, birthday). 
On the other hand, it is done just when needed and for a specific objective for data 
that often change (e.g. interests depending on context). 

- Evolution: as the integration of the profile fragments is carried out in a 
decentralized way, there is no need to a database to manage a central profile. 
Thus, new profiles can easily be added.  

- Collaboration: it is possible to share profiles between users if a prior agreements 
exists between the users  

- Privacy: the profiles communication is done through agreements between the two 
parts (use of P3P standard which establish the privacy policy). 

- Autonomy: agents reduce the network traffic. They are executed in an 
asynchronous and autonomous way. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper we presented techniques for the discovery and construction of user 
profiles, using an agent-base distributed architecture to build the most suitable user 
profile for a service. We presented a solution to enhance profile information with 
contextual data, address the profile sparseness problem faced. In terms of related 
work, asserted and inferred-profile systems are commonly seen on the Web. However 
they alone are not enough for effective profile capture. Users may not enter complete 
information at every service. [2] outlines techniques for explicit data sharing schemes 
to build user profiles. The disadvantage with this approach is that explicit point-to-
point data sharing schemes and agreements are needed by the different services. [1] 
has proposed a distributed learner modeling using edutella P2P, networkGoogle 
OpenSocial [3] and Yahoo Y!OS [4] are also trying to address some of the challenges.  
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